
   

 

 

FIE FENCING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS 2023 –TYPES OF TICKETS 

 
SINGLE TICKETS 

 
PRELIMINARY PISTES TICKET 

For a specific day, it allows you to access to the PRELIMINARY PISTES area and to watch all of the assaults 

planned in this area according to the official program. The Preliminary Pistes ticket does not allow access to 

the Coloured Pistes area. The Preliminary Pistes area does not have seats, but you will be able to walk 

between all of the pistes in the area. 

 

COLOURED PISTES TICKET 

For a specific day, it allows you to access to the COLOURED PISTES area and to watch all of the assaults 

planned in this area according to the official program. If the use of the Preliminary Pistes area is planned 

during the specific day, the Coloured Pistes ticket allows access to this area and viewing of all the assaults 

scheduled in this area as well. In the Coloured Pistes area, there are grandstands with unnumbered seats. 

 

FINALS TICKET 

For a specific day, it allows you to access to the FINALS ARENA area and to watch all of the assaults planned 

in this area according to the official program. The arena there is a grandstand for the public divided into 

three sectors with numbered seats: Side Stand A, Central Stand B and Side Stand C. When purchasing, you 

can select the sector and seat according to your preferences and availability. The Finals ticket does not allow 

access to Preliminary and/or Coloured Pistes areas. 

 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 

 

FULL SUBSCRIPTION (ABBONAMENTO FULL) 

It allows you to participate in all the events of the FIE Fencing World Championships, from 22 to 30 July 

2023. The ticket includes: 

- Access to Preliminary Pistes and Coluored Pistes areas depending on the day's program 

- Numbered seat in Finals Arena, Side Stand A / Side Stand C sector depending on availability 

 

FINALS SUBSCRIPTION (ABBONAMENTO FINALI) 

It allows you to participate in all the events that take place in the Finals Arena, from 25 to 30 July 2023. The 

ticket includes: 

- Numbered seat in Finals Arena, Central Stand B sector 

 

DAILY SUBSCRIPTION (ABBONAMENTO DAILY) 

It allows you to participate in all the events of a single day of the World Championships, from 25 to 30 July 

2023. The ticket includes: 

- Access to the Preliminary Pistes and Coloured Pistes areas depending on the day's program 

- Numbered seat in Finals Arena, Side Stand A / Side Stand C sector depending on availability 


